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In this study, we estimated the snow depth using the brightness temperature data of passive microwave sensor (AMSR-E and 
AMSR2), which is installed on satellites. Observation of snow accumulation is important is important in order to such as global 
climate change and flood prevention. Because the data in the fixed-point observation are discrete, it is difficult observation of 
spatially continuous snowfall. In contrast, satellite remote sensing is able to observe extensively. 
This study shows the analysis results in Eastern Siberia and Hokkaido. Eastern Siberia is located in the high latitudes, less 
missing data by the orbit of the satellite. In Hokkaido, snow profile observations have been implemented previously. These 
observational data have been released. Estimation of snow depth, algorithms of machine learning is used. Machine learning 
algorithm that was utilized in this study is the Random Forest algorithm developed by Breiman (2001). Moreover, in order to 
determine the estimated duration of the snow depth was estimated also for the presence or absence of snow cover. Snow cover 
was estimated by Change Finder engine (Yamanishi, 2002) for detecting a change point from the time-series data. An example 
of detection result at Yakutsk is shown in Figure 1. For these details, we will report at the venue. 
 






の手法として Breiman(2001)によって開発された Random Forest ア
ルゴリズムを用いた．また，積雪深を推定する期間を決定するた
め，積雪被覆の有無についても推定を行った．積雪被覆は，時系
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Figure 1.Snow Depth, Precipitation, 
Gradient Ratio, Score of Change Point, Change Point 
(Yakutsk, 2002.06~2008.12) 
